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Le Guerrier Le Retour des Highlanders Milady Romance L’homme qui lui a
brisé le cœur pourra-t-il la sauver du désespoir ? De l’île de Skye aux champs de
bataille français, Duncan n’a jamais oublié Moira, la femme à laquelle il a dû
renoncer pour partir au combat. Il espère que ses exploits lui permettront un jour de
l’épouser. Malheureusement la belle est mariée de force à une brute du clan rival.
Elle se démène pour tenter de protéger son ﬁls, et se croit enﬁn tirée d’aﬀaire
lorsqu’un vaillant guerrier vole à leur secours... Et ce sauveur n’est autre que
Duncan, qui l’a abandonnée des années auparavant. Peut-elle vraiment se ﬁer à lui ?
Dans la tourmente, ils vont devoir se résoudre à l’idée que l’union fait la force... «
Une bouleversante histoire d’amour qui vous transportera à coup sûr. » Monica
MacCarthy, auteure acclamée par le New York Times. Seduced by the Highlander
St. Martin's Press War, Lachlan MacDonald has conquered so many men on the
battleﬁeld—and so many women in the bedroom—that he is virtually undefeated.
But one unlucky tryst with a seductive witch has cursed him forever. Now, any
women he makes love to will be doomed for eternity… Lady Catherine is a beautiful
lass of elite origin—or so she is told. Suﬀering from amnesia, she is desperate to ﬁnd
the truth about who she really is…or, at the very least, meet someone who inspires
an intense memory or emotion. When she ﬁrst lays eyes on Lachlan MacDonald,
Catherine has a sixth sense that he holds the key that will unlock her past—and
maybe even her heart. But how could she know that the passion she ignites in this
lusty warrior’s heart could consume—and destroy—them both? Captured by the
Highlander St. Martin's Press When she is kidnapped by her people's sworn
enemy, Highland warrior Duncan MacLean, bride-to-be Lady Amelia Sutherland is
drawn to this tortured man who is using her as a pawn in a dangerous game of
vengeance and war. CAPTURED BY A LAIRD MARGARET MALLORY AUTHOR THE
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DOUGLAS LEGACY The Douglas sisters, beauties all, are valuable pawns in their
family's bitter struggle to control the Scottish Crown. But when powerful enemies
threaten, each Douglas lass will ﬁnd she must face them alone. CAPTURED BY A
LAIRD Haunted by his father's violent death, David Hume, the new laird of
Wedderburn, sets out to make his name so feared that no one will dare harm his
family again. The treacherous ally who played on his father's weakness is dead and
beyond David's vengeance, but his castle and young widow are ripe for the taking.
The moment David lays eyes on the dark-haired beauty defending her wee
daughters, however, he knows this frail-looking lass is the one person who could
bring him to his knees. Wed at thirteen to a man who tried daily to break her spirit,
Lady Alison Douglas is looking forward to a long widowhood. But when the fearsome
warrior known as the Beast of Wedderburn storms her gates, she ﬁnds herself, once
again, forced to wed a stranger. Alison is only a pawn to serve his vengeance, so
why does this dark warrior arouse such ﬁery passion and an unwelcome longing in
her heart? With death and danger looming, these two wounded souls must learn to
trust each other...for only love can save them. Bedding the Enemy Kensington
Publishing Corp. The McJames clan's nemesis battles to overcome deceit while
surrendering to desire in a sweeping Scottish romance from the author of In the
Warrior's Bed. Laird Keir McQuade is a newcomer to his title and has much work
before him to restore the McQuade honor. Finding a wife is an excellent start. He's
duty-bound to go to court and swear homage to his king anyway, a perfect
opportunity—were not court women trussed in stupid fashions and corrupted with
false mannerisms. Of course, not every lady hides behind a powdered face . . .
Helena Knyvett may be a daughter of the aristocracy, but in truth she is little but a
pawn in her brother's ploys for power. Her smallest acts of deﬁance carry a heavy
price. But one honorable man among a crowd of dandies could give her all she needs
to change her fortunes—and set her free . . . Among the ruthless ambitions of
England's powerful, love at ﬁrst sight is a dangerous game. But the treachery,
scandal, and treason that follow can unleash as much passion as it does adventure .
. . Praise for Mary Wine and her novels “Deeply romantic, scintillating, and absolutely
delicious.” —Sylvia Day, New York Times bestsellingauthor “My kind of historical! . . .
sweeps you into the time period without taking a thing away from delightful
characters and a charming romance . . . deﬁnitely a must-read.” —Heather Graham,
New York Times bestselling author “Dramatic and vivid . . . Scorching love scenes
threaten to set the sheets aﬂame.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) Protestant
Exiles from France in the Reign of Louis XIV. Or the Huguenot Refugees and
Their Descendants in Great Britain and Ireland. Index The Arrow A Highland
Guard Novel Ballantine Books NATIONAL BESTSELLER As King Robert the Bruce of
Scotland plots to retake his English-occupied castles, he needs the stealth and skill
of his elite soldiers, the Highland Guard. Fearless and indomitable, no men are more
loyal to their king, or more cherished by the women they love. The talents of
legendary marksman Gregor “Arrow” MacGregor are crucial now, as Bruce moves to
reclaim his Scottish holdings. Gregor is considered the most handsome man in
Scotland, and his fame as an archer is rivaled only by his reputation with the lasses
as a heartbreaker. But when his infamous face is exposed during a covert mission,
Gregor is forced to lie low. He returns home only to ﬁnd a new battle waiting: a
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daring game of seduction involving his now very grown-up and very desirable ward,
Cate of Lochmaben. A born ﬁghter, Cate was clinging to life when Gregor rescued
her after a vicious English raid on her village left her mother dead. But ﬁve years
later, the once scrappy orphan Gregor took under his protection has become a
woman. Brave, strong, and skilled in warfare, Cate is determined to lay claim to the
warrior who refuses to be trapped. The heat in his eyes tells her she has his attention
. . . and his desire. But will Gregor allow his heart to surrender before danger ﬁnds
them, and the truth of Cate’s identity is revealed? Praise for Monica McCarty and The
Arrow “[Monica] McCarty’s gift lies in writing strong characters into wildly
entertaining—often unexpected—scenarios. Readers can’t go wrong with her
latest.”—The Washington Post “The Highland Guard come to life as McCarty ﬁlls her
tales with historical accuracy and moving romance. The ninth in the series is well
paced, emotional and powerfully told. Don’t miss it!”—RT Book Reviews (Top Pick!)
“One of the best Highlander historical series out there.”—The Reading Cafe “Heartwrenching . . . The Arrow made a lasting impression on me.”—Under the Covers “A
mixture of passion, history, and great wit to create a tale to captivate your senses!
To die for!”—Addicted to Romance “There is danger, laughter, and sweet love and
secrets revealed. All the characteristics of a wonderful read.”—Tea and Book
“Monica McCarty is an absolutely superior author! Her Highland Guard series has to
be one of the absolute best Highland series out there! Fun, fast paced, fact driven
and totally fantastic!”—Bodice Rippers, on The Raider “McCarty is a master at
writing Highlander romance . . . keeping her Highland Guard series fresh, with
spectacularly riveting plots and fabulously romantic couples. . . . If you’ve not read
this series yet, then I strongly suggest that you do.”—Night Owl Reviews, on The
Hunter Never Seduce a Scot The Montgomerys and Armstrongs Ballantine
Books Maya Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of romance and romantic
suspense has captivated readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect
for fans of Julie Garwood. Never Seduce a Scot features a remarkable woman whose
rare gift teaches a gruﬀ Scottish warrior how to listen with his heart. Eveline
Armstrong is ﬁercely loved and protected by her powerful clan, but outsiders
consider her “touched.” Beautiful, fey, with a level, intent gaze, she doesn’t speak.
No one, not even her family, knows that she cannot hear. Content with her life of
seclusion, Eveline has taught herself to read lips and allows the outside world to view
her as daft. But when an arranged marriage into a rival clan makes Graeme
Montgomery her husband, Eveline accepts her duty—unprepared for the delights to
come. Graeme is a rugged warrior with a voice so deep and powerful that his new
bride can hear it, and hands and kisses so tender and skilled that he stirs her
deepest passions. Graeme is intrigued by the mysterious Eveline, whose silent lips
are ripe with temptation and whose bright, intelligent eyes can see into his soul. As
intimacy deepens, he learns her secret. But when clan rivalries and dark deeds
threaten the wife he has only begun to cherish, the Scottish warrior will move
heaven and earth to save the woman who has awakened his heart to the beautiful
song of a rare and magical love. Highland Warrior Ballantine Books The ruthless
enforcer of Scotland’s most powerful clan, Jamie Campbell will use any means
necessary to vanquish lawlessness and unrest among the feuding Highland clans.
Seduction is a game as easily played as subterfuge, but when Jamie poses a as suitor
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to a rival clan’s daughter in order to expose treason, the line between duty and
pleasure is suddenly blurred. Ebony-haired, ruby-lipped Caitrina Lamont deﬁes him,
denies him, and arouses him like no other woman. Caitrina has no intention of
forsaking her beloved father and doting brothers for a husband–especially a hated
Campbell. But Jamie’s raw, sensual strength and searing kiss melt her resistance.
When her idyllic world is shattered, Caitrina’s only hope to save her clan lies in the
arms of Jamie Campbell, the enemy she holds accountable for its ruin. Can their
tenuous truce, born in the velvet darkness of passionate nights, forge a love as
strong as the sword that rules the Highlands? The Chieftain Forever Connor,
chieftain of the MacDonalds of Sleat, holds the fate of his people in his hands. Rival
clans are plotting to take over his lands, and duty determines whom he will ﬁght,
trust . . . even marry. Seeking guidance, Connor turns to Ilysa, a young lass with the
gift of foresight, who reveals an approaching danger-and a passion that burns only
for him. But the warrior must make a powerful marriage alliance, and Ilysa's
bloodline is far too humble. With her powers to heal and see evil where others
cannot, beautiful Ilysa dresses plainly, speaks softly, and loves her chieftain from
afar. Yet when Connor ﬁnally stokes the embers of desire that have so long burned
within her, Ilysa feels bliss unlike any she's ever known. Now as he is forced to place
duty before happiness, Ilysa senses Connor is in grave peril. Can she ﬁnd a way to
prove she is the woman he needs by his side? The Viper A Highland Guard Novel
Random House Digital, Inc. When he is assigned to protect and deliver Bella
MacDuﬀ to the king's coronation, Lachlan "Viper" MacRuairi, a warrior who is only
loyal to his purse, agrees to help the countess reclaim her daughter and her
freedom--for a price. CLAIMED BY A HIGHLANDER MARGARET MALLORY
AUTHOR THE DOUGLAS LEGACY The Douglas sisters, beauties all, are valuable
pawns in their family's bitter struggle to control the Scottish Crown. But when their
enemies strike, each Douglas lass will ﬁnd she’s been left to face them alone.
CLAIMED BY A HIGHLANDER Lady Sybil Douglas’s fall from court favorite to royal
enemy is swift after her brothers are charged with treason and ﬂee Scotland. When a
huge Highland warrior appears claiming they are bound by a marriage contract,
she’s desperate enough to ride oﬀ with him. She’ll worry later about how to escape
the wedding. The last thing Rory MacKenzie needs is a pampered Lowlander wife. He
traveled to Edinburgh in the hope of dissolving the ill-begotten marriage contract.
But now that the Douglas men have abandoned his would-be bride, he’s honorbound to protect her. Sybil and Rory ﬁght scorching passion on their perilous journey
to the MacKenzie castle, where murder and intrigue await. When everything is at
risk, will they rely on each other and claim their unexpected love before it’s too late?
Lady Of The Knight Zebra Books When her family is destroyed by the rival
Scottish clan Fitzhugh, the skilled warrior Morganna KilCreggar sets out to avenge
her family by slaying the young and handsome Zander Fitzhugh, but her enemy and
her heart have other plans. Original. Knight of Pleasure Forever THE GREATEST
PASSION Lady Isobel Hume is an expert swordswoman who knows how to choose her
battles. When the king asks her to wed a French nobleman to form a political
alliance, she agrees. But that's before the devilishly charming Sir Stephen Carleton
captures her heart-and tempts her to betray her betrothed, her king, and her
country. IS WORTH THE GREATEST PERIL Sir Stephen Carleton enjoys his many
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female admirers-until he dedicates himself to winning the lovely Isobel. So when a
threat against the king leads Isobel into mortal danger, Stephen has a chance to
prove that he is more than a knight of pleasure...and that love can conquer all. The
Gift Xulon Press The Gift: 64 Frequently Asked Questions by Christians One Lord
Teaching Ministry Dr. Yvonne Scott-Miller, M.D., Teacher Licensed Minister of the
Gospel The Gift that you are holding in your hands is not this book full of questions
and answers. The Gift is the Good News of Jesus Christ. The Red cover of his Book
symbolizes The Blood of Jesus that was shed for you and me. The Cross represents
His Death given as a Final Sacriﬁce for Our Sins. Because of His Gift, you and I are
now made Right with God the Father. His Gift of Salvation is Free to All who will
Believe. Speak your Faith in Jesus Christ today and you will become Free Indeed.
Please Read Romans 10: 9. One Lord Teaching Ministry 558 Old Norcross Road Suite
104 Lawrenceville, GA 30045 Or Visit Us: www.onelordteaching.org
www.dryvonnescottmiller.com Highland Outlaw Ballantine Books Handsome and
dangerous, Patrick MacGregor is a wanted man, possessing the tough, tenacious
spirit of his outlawed clan. He will stop at nothing to save his people from
destruction, even if it means marrying Elizabeth Campbell, the daughter of his worst
enemy. Yet the ﬂaxen-haired beauty disarms him from the start. Her sweet,
unspoiled softness touches the cold depths of his ravaged soul–and makes him want
much more than revenge. Inside the shy and dutiful Lizzie is a passionate woman
longing to emerge, a woman ready for love. So when the piercing emerald eyes and
searing kiss of a stranger spark in her a desperate hunger, she surrenders to
Patrick’s glorious seduction–unaware that his daring deception has just found its one
and only chance for redemption: a love more powerful than hate. The Flame and
the Flower Harper Collins New York Times bestselling author Kathleen E.
Woodiwiss debut romance… The Flower Doomed to a life of unending toil, Heather
Simmons fears for her innocence—until a shocking, desperate act forces her to ﬂee. .
. and to seek refuge in the arms of a virile and dangerous stranger. The Flame A
lusty adventurer married to the sea, Captain Brandon Birmingham courts scorn and
peril when he abducts the beautiful fugitive from the tumultuous London dockside.
But no power on Earth can compel him to relinquish his exquisite prize. For he is
determined to make the sapphire-eyed lovely his woman. . .and to carry her oﬀ to
far, uncharted realms of sensuous, passionate love. Achtung-Panzer! The
Development of Armoured Forces, Their Tactics and Operational Potential
Arms & Armour This is one of the most signiﬁcant military books of the twentieth
century. By an outstanding soldier of independent mind, it pushed forward the
evolution of land warfare and was directly responsible for German armoured
supremacy in the early years of the Second World War. Published in 1937, the result
of 15 years of careful study since his days on the German General Staﬀ in the First
World War, Guderian's book argued, quite clearly, how vital the proper use of tanks
and supporting armoured vehicles would be in the conduct of a future war. When
that war came, just two years later, he proved it, leading his Panzers with distinction
in the Polish, French and Russian campaigns. Panzer warfare had come of age,
exactly as he had forecast. This ﬁrst English translation of Heinz Guderian's classic
book - used as a textbook by Panzer oﬃcers in the war - has an introduction and
extensive background notes by the modern English historian Paul Harris. Fire After
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Dark The ﬁrst novel in a provocative romance series that will captivate, exhilarate
and intoxicate you like no other, perfect for those who loved the bestselling Fifty
Shades of Grey but were left wanting more... It started with a spark... Everything
changed when I met Dominic. My heart had just been broken, split into jagged
fragments that can jigsaw together to make me look enough like a normal, happy
person. Dominic has shown me a kind of abandonment I've never known before. He
takes me down a path of pure pleasure, but of pain, too - his love oﬀers me both
lightness and dark. And where he leads me, I have no choice but to follow. Deeply
intense and romantic, provocative and sensual, FIRE AFTER DARK will take you to a
place where love and sex are liberated from their limits. Fans of E. L. James and
Sylvia Day will ﬁnd themselves kept awake late into the night with FIRE AFTER
DARK... The Hawk Eternal Del Rey “Gemmell’s great reading—the action never
letsup. He’s several rungs above the good—right into the fabulous!”—Anne
McCaﬀrey While the warlike and merciless Aenir wreak havoc upon the territory
outside the mountain stronghold of the clans, Sigarni, the Hawk Queen, arrives in a
parallel version of her own universe through a gate in space and time. Taliesen, last
of the gatekeepers, has no idea why she has come. But he knows that heroes are
needed and grants her passage into the ravaged land. Only Caswallon—loner,
warrior, and thief—realizes the true extent of the danger and the mayhem that his
people will come to face. As Taliesen tries to discover Sigarni’s purpose, Caswallon
must attempt to unite the clans to overcome their greatest peril. “For anyone who
appreciates super heroic fantasy, David Gemmell’s oﬀerings are mandatory.”—Time
Out London Knight of Desire Forever From an exciting new voice comes a
medieval historical romance about a young widow who ﬁnds the only way to save
herself from being imprisoned for her husband's treason is to marry the man of the
king's choosing, who will hold her strategically located castle on the Welsh border.
Original. The Ranger A Highland Guard Novel Ballantine Books Chosen to help
Robert the Bruce in his quest to free Scotland from English rule and claim his crown,
the legendary team of warriors known as the Highland Guard battles on. Embedded
deep behind enemy lines, Arthur “Ranger” Campbell is prized for his razor-sharp
senses and his ability to blend into the shadows. But when Arthur inﬁltrates the clan
of the chieftain who murdered his father, his heart is locked on revenge. Inside he
faces unexpected resistance from the sweetest of obstacles—a honey-haired siren
who is his enemy’s daughter. Intrigued by this ruggedly handsome newcomer to her
father’s forces, the vivacious, enchanting Anna MacDougall is a woman whose skill at
uncovering deception rivals Arthur’s own. Though yearning for a quiet life with a
good man to love, Anna is drawn to this mysterious knight whose eyes devour her
but whose words push her away. As danger, treachery, and the threat of looming
war draw them closer into each other’s arms, a warrior made of steel must make a
choice from the heart: love or revenge. The Saint A Highland Guard Novel
Ballantine Books Robert the Bruce consolidates lands and loyalty in a bold war for
Scotland’s independence, as his elite team of warriors, the Highland Guard, ﬁght for
king, country . . . and love. Magnus MacKay is the ultimate Highlander: tough, proud,
able to master any terrain and to best his enemies. Called “the Saint” for his refusal
to discuss women, as well as for his cool and steady leadership, Magnus hides a
painful truth. It isn’t virtue or piety that keeps him silent, but a wound of love and
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loss that cuts so deep he cannot bear to speak of it. But when the woman who
refused him is betrothed to his friend and fellow Guardsman, Magnus is tested by
love’s battle cry. A wild and innocent beauty, Helen chose family duty over her
desire for Magnus. Now the anger in his eyes mirrors the tormented regret in her
heart. But as deadly subterfuge stalks the King and his Guard, Helen vows to right
her youthful mistakes with a woman’s determined spirit. Still, Magnus harbors
secrets and an iron will not to weaken to temptation—or heartache—again. But as
danger looms, it’s the kiss not of a saint, but of a sinner, that can save them.
Claimed by the Highlander St. Martin's Press When Lady Gwendolen is
captured by Highland warrior Angus "The Lion" MacDonald, this fearsome enemy
forces her to marry him in order to unite their two warring clans, which places both
their lives and their hearts in great danger. SCANDALOUS SECRET, DEFIANT
BRIDE Mills & Boon Comics Harlequin / SB Creative The count, her contractual
husband, cruelly tramples her feelings… Christina, dressed in her bridal gown,
prepares herself to walk down the aisle. Even though she and the groom, Max, are
marrying for reasons other than love, she is still holding out hope. However, on her
wedding day to the count, she receives a message from him that he’ll be waiting for
her in Italy! Not willing to give up hope for their future, Christina heads for his castle,
only to be met with even more cruel treatment! The Silent Waters Moments.Our
lives are a collection of moments. Some utterly painful and full of yesterday's hurts.
Some beautifully hopeful and full of tomorrow's promises.I've had many moments in
my lifetime, moments that changed me, challenged me. Moments that scared me
and engulfed me. However, the biggest ones-the most heartbreaking and
breathtaking ones-all included him.I was ten years old when I lost my voice. A piece
of me was stolen away, and the only person who could truly hear my silence was
Brooks Griﬃn. He was the light during my dark days, the promise of tomorrow, until
tragedy found him. Tragedy that eventually drowned him in a sea of memories.This
is the story of a boy and girl who loved each other, but didn't love themselves. A
story of life and death. Of love and broken promises.Of moments.(Book Three in the
Elements Series. Complete Standalone.) Lady Isabella's Scandalous Marriage
Penguin When her husband, Lord Mac Mackenzie, follows her to London,
determined to win her back, Lady Isabella Scranton rises to the challenge by
tempting him in ways he could have never imagined, but a dangerous enemy waits
in the wings to stop them from reuniting--forever. Original. A Review of the
Andean Initiative Hearing and Markup Before the Subcommittee on the
Western Hemisphere of the Committee on International Relations, House of
Representatives, One Hundred Seventh Congress, First Session, Including
Markup of H.Res. 181, June 28, 2001 Highlander Unchained A Novel
Ballantine Books Lachlan Maclean will do whatever it takes to protect his
clan–even if it means abducting the most willful woman in the Highlands with the
secret intention of wooing her for marriage. A born searing sensual leader
possessing brute strength, and an imposing command, Lachlan is unprepared for the
beautiful spitﬁre Flora MacLeod, who jeopardizes his plans to save his clan, and digs
beneath his hard, chiseled exterior to expose a tenderness that may be his undoing.
The greatest marriage prize in the Highlands, Flora is determined at all costs to avoid
her mother’s fate of being bartered away as a political pawn. Vowing to make her
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captor pay for his ruthlessness, she boldly engages him in a battle of wills,
sweetening the challenge with dangerous passion–even as the lingering curse and
deadly ghosts of a past tragedy reach out to thwart a tender love that has yet to be
spoken. The Raider A Highland Guard Novel Ballantine Books NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • After consolidating his gains against the enemy English, King Robert
the Bruce of Scotland sends his best soldiers to fortify the lawless borders. These
legendary warriors of the Highland Guard let nothing come before king and
country—except the calling of their heart. Of all Bruce’s elite warriors, Robert
“Raider” Boyd is the most formidable. A true patriot whose bare hands are a deadly
weapon, Robbie is the ﬁerce enforcer of the Guard, and his hatred of the English has
been honed to a razor-sharp edge. But vengeance proves bittersweet when his
enemy’s beautiful sister falls into his hands and he ﬁnds himself ﬁghting
temptation—a battle he badly wants to lose. Lady Rosalin Cliﬀord barely recognizes
the rebel prisoner she saved from execution six years ago. Though her girlish ideals
for fairness have matured into a passion for justice, Rosalin believes she betrayed
her brother when she helped this dangerous man escape. Now her traitorous act has
come back to haunt her. But she can’t deny the longing this tormented warrior
ignites in her, or deny the passion that turns sworn enemies into lovers. Is the gentle
love of a true English Rose enough to free Scotland’s most brutal warrior from a path
of vengeance—before it’s too late? Praise for The Raider “McCarty’s latest Highland
Guard novel is a deeply moving and delightful read . . . once again proving that
McCarty is a master storyteller.”—RT Book Reviews “Monica McCarty is an absolutely
superior author! Her Highland Guard series has to be one of the absolute best
Highland series out there! Fun, fast paced, fact driven and totally fantastic!”—Bodice
Rippers “A powerful tale of love, woe, hardship and the power of true love . . . If you
enjoy Scottish warriors, Medieval Scotland, romance, and passion, then you will
enjoy The Raider. . . . A must-read!”—My Book Addiction Reviews “If you are a fan of
historical romance, or any romance for that matter, you will want to not only read
The Raider, but the entire Highland Guard series. It is just that good!”—Coﬀee and
Characters “A stimulating romance with a rich historical setting, a conﬂict to put you
on your toes, and a love story to pull at the heart strings . . . well done!”—Addicted
to Romance The Soldier Tir'd Highlander Unmasked A Novel Ballantine Books
Alex MacLeod’s virile physique, fearsome reputation, and renowned ﬁghting skills
have helped him master to perfection the role of a hardened mercenary. On a secret
mission to protect his clan, he must keep his true purpose well hidden. But his
dangerous endeavor is threatened by a beautiful woman he saves from outlaws,
never dreaming she will appear at court and put his plans in jeopardy. Meg
Mackinnon needs a strong husband by her side to defend her clan’s holdings, but her
search has been hampered by burning fantasies of the midnight rescuer whose
smoldering blue eyes and raw sensuality left her breathless. Alex pretends to be a
mercenary with no loyalties, yet he is clearly much more. As Meg challenges Alex to
reveal all his secrets, the stakes grow perilously high, especially for the bold woman
who dares to unmask a highlander. Sons of Alba Babelcube Inc. On the verge of
death, the Chief of Clan MacLeod of Skye confessed to his sons - Rhys, Kai and Scott
- that they had a hidden sister, Eﬃe. Worried about the sudden disappearance of her
lassie, and frustrated by the futility of the ongoing researches, he implored his sons
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to go out in search of their lost younger sister in the hope of discharging his
responsibility while there was still time. With a brave heart and out of gratitude to
their clan chief and their father as well, the MacLeod brothers set oﬀ on a journey
across the Isle of Skye. Their world view could well be turned upside down through
multiple bizarre encounters in the lands of their ancestors. In the course of tracing
their family secret, the MacLeod brothers set out on an adventure that will change
them forever. What if opening up for the future was the only way to heal from the
past? The Rejection of Consequentialism A Philosophical Investigation of the
Considerations Underlying Rival Moral Conceptions Oxford University Press
In contemporary philosophy, substantive moral theories are typically classiﬁed as
either consequentialist or deontological. Standard consequentialist theories insist,
roughly, that agents must always act so as to produce the best available outcomes
overall. Standard deontological theories, by contrast, maintain that there are some
circumstances where one is permitted but not required to produce the best overall
results, and still other circumstances in which one is positively forbidden to do so.
Classical utilitarianism is the most familiar consequentialist view, but it is widely
regarded as an inadequate account of morality. Although Professor Scheﬄer agrees
with this assessment, he also believes that consequentialism seems initially
plausible, and that there is a persistent air of paradox surrounding typical
deontological views. In this book, therefore, he undertakes to reconsider the
rejection of consequentialism. He argues that it is possible to provide a rationale for
the view that agents need not always produce the best possible overall outcomes,
and this motivates one departure from consequentialism; but he shows that it is
surprisingly diﬃcult to provide a satisfactory rationale for the view that there are
times when agents must not produce the best possible overall outcomes. He goes on
to argue for a hitherto neglected type of moral conception, according to which
agents are always permitted, but not always required, to produce the best
outcomes. The Hunter Passions ﬂare when expert tracker Ewen "Hunter" Lamont
must ﬁnd and protect beautiful undercover courier Janet of Mar during the war for
Scotland's freedom. Original. The Striker Simon and Schuster New York Times
bestselling author Monica McCarty continues her Highland Guard series in this tenth
steamy historical romance set against the sweeping backdrop of the Scottish
Highlands. When Eoin MacLean decides to ﬁght with Robert the Bruce, he knows he
will earn the enmity of his new bride’s father, but he doesn’t expect Margaret
MacDowell, the spirited girl he’s fallen in love with, to betray him. Blaming her—and
himself for trusting her—for the disaster that led to the death of Bruce’s two
brothers, Eoin cuts her out of his heart and leaves her behind with no intention of
ever coming back. But when Bruce puts him in charge of conquering the
troublesome southwest province of Galloway—ruled by his wife’s father—Eoin
reconsiders. Especially after he learns that his treacherous wife who thinks him dead
plans to remarry. That’s one wedding he has no intention of missing. In The
Warrior's Bed Kensington Publishing Corp. The irresistible follow-up to In Bed
with a Stranger is “a Scottish romance that packs a powerful feel . . . lively,
historically crafted and riveting!!” (Addicted to Romance) Cullen McJames will not
have his honor sullied, certainly not by his clan's nemesis Laird Erik McQuade. So
when McQuade tells the Court of Scotland that Cullen has stolen his daughter's
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virtue, Cullen steals the daughter instead. Since his brother wed a fetching lass,
Cullen's been thinking he too needs a wife. A marriage could end the constant war
between the clans. And looking on Bronwyn McQuade but once has put her in his
dreams for a week . . . But Bronwyn won't go quietly. She won't be punished for what
she did not do. Nor is she eager to live among the resentful veterans of McQuade
wars. And however brave and beautiful a man Cullen may be, he has much to learn
about a woman's ﬁghting spirit. But as Bronwyn will discover, he has much to teach
her as well . . . Praise for Mary Wine and her novels “Deeply romantic, scintillating,
and absolutely delicious.” —Sylvia Day, New York Times bestselling author “My kind
of historical! . . . sweeps you into the time period without taking a thing away from
delightful characters and a charming romance . . . deﬁnitely a must-read.” —Heather
Graham, New York Times bestselling author “Dramatic and vivid . . . Scorching love
scenes threaten to set the sheets aﬂame.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Wine always gets the heart of the history, atmosphere, and traditions of the
Highlands . . . Wondrous.” —RT Book Reviews (4 stars, Top Pick) Amour Amour
Aerial Ethereal Series EverAfter Romance The best aerial technique won’t land
21-year-old Thora James her dream role in Amour—a sexy new acrobatic show on the
Vegas strip. Thora knows she’s out of her element the second she meets Amour’s
leading performer. Conﬁdent, charming and devilishly captivating, 26-year-old
Nikolai Kotova lives up to his nickname as the “God of Russia.” When Thora
unknowingly walks into the crosshairs of Nikolai’s after-show, her audition process
begins way too soon. Unprofessional. That’s what Nik calls their “non-existent”
relationship. It’s not like Thora can avoid him. For one, they may be partners in the
future--acrobatic partners, that is. But getting closer to Nik means diving deeper into
sin city and into his dizzying world. Thora wants to perform with him, but when
someone like Nikolai attracts the spotlight wherever he goes—Thora fears that she’s
destined to be just background to his spellbinding show. This sexy and exhilarating
New Adult Romance can best be described as Cirque du Soleil meets the steamy,
athletic romance of Center Stage. Highland Scoundrel Ballantine Books Framed
for a crime he did not commit, Duncan Campbell, the illegitimate son of a chieftain,
has returned to the Highlands determined to clear his name after ten years in exile.
He is drawn to the unforgettable sensual beauty of Jeannie Gordon, the headstrong
girl who once pledged him her love, gave him her innocence, and then betrayed him.
Now, in the glow of the moonlight, she deﬁantly shows Duncan the bad end of a
pistol. Jeannie is stunned to discover that the broad-chested brigand she just shot is
the rogue who broke her heart years ago. No longer a starry-eyed girl but a woman
with dangerous secrets, Jeannie cannot forgive Duncan’s shattering mistrust of
her–nor can she sign his death warrant by turning him in. Soon passion ﬂares hotter
and bolder than before, sealing a fate the onetime lovers can no longer deny. Caught
up in a deadly game of murder and intrigue, Jeannie is willing to risk everything for a
man and a love she vows never to lose again. My Daring Highlander
CreateSpace Beautiful and ﬁercely protective of those she loves, Lady Seona
Murray captured Keegan MacKay's attention when she ﬁrst set foot in Dunnakeil
Castle. Though she is a chief's daughter and forbidden, Keegan has fallen in love
with her from afar and burns to possess her. But so does the clan traitor, Haldane, an
obsessive outlaw bent on murder and kidnapping. Sinfully handsome, Keegan
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MacKay is a fearsome guard as well as the chief's cousin, but Seona's father would
never consider him a worthy husband for her because he is not a titled laird. Seona
has secretly watched the sensual, tawny-haired warrior from across the crowded
great hall for months, but when he is tasked with escorting her across Scotland, back
to her home, their simmering attraction ﬂames into sizzling passion with just one
kiss. Though she fears she is endangering Keegan's life, Seona cannot resist his
seductive charm or his spellbinding kisses. Keegan sets ﬁre to the memories of her
sad past and shows her what it means to truly live. But her father has other plans.
He's arranged for her to marry a wealthy Lowland laird. Is Keegan daring enough to
steal her away? Or will the vindictive Haldane snatch her ﬁrst?
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